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KEY POINTS: 

 Risk-off tone driven by 2019-nCoV concerns 

 Yuan, Asian stocks and oil are pricing in rising growth risks 

 UK jobs overshoot was partly distorted… 

 …while wage growth ex-bonuses cooled again… 

 …and combined to have little effect on BoE expectations 

 The BoJ surprised no one 

 German investment expectations rise to highest since 2015 

 Canada’s manufacturing sales expected to follow exports lower 

 An easy return from a long weekend in the US 
 

INTERNATIONAL 

A general risk-off tone across global asset classes is not being driven by 

anything on the formal calendar of macroeconomic releases, events or earnings 

reports. Instead, it may be driven by rising concern toward the coronavirus (2019 

Novel Coronavirus, or 2019-nCoV) that is still running at a small scale but 

growing exponentially in China and spreading in so far very limited ways to a 

few other countries. Oil markets are baking in a growth hit to China with WTI and 

Brent both down by about a buck this morning. The yuan is down about ½% at 

about 6.9 to the USD. Mainland China’s stock markets fell by over 1% in 

Shanghai and Shenzhen while stocks in Hong Kong fell by 2.8% to lead the 

global malaise. The SARS crisis in 2002–2003 that spread through dozens of 

countries is the obvious comparator but it’s highly premature to assume such 

parallels partly given a more proactive response to this virus this time.  

Other developments are relatively minor. Trump said nothing of consequence in 

his Davos address as trade policy risks are shelved until after the US election 

with an eye on the stock market. UK job market figures beat expectations, but a 

sizeable part of that is a function of the distorted three-month ago way of 

reporting job changes that simply dropped out the worst month. The Bank of 

Japan offered no surprises overnight. German investor sentiment chased the 

stock market higher. Canada will update manufacturing figures and US market 

participants return to a largely empty calendar to ease back from the MLK long 

weekend. 

 Asian stocks are leading the risk-off tone as noted above. European stocks 

are down by about ½% to ¾% across most exchanges except for a smaller 

dip in Germany. US and Canadian equity futures are down by around ¼% 

across the exchanges.  

 Currency markets are divided in appetite for the USD as pound sterling 

leads appreciating crosses (jobs data, see below), the euro, yen and CAD 
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are holding their own, and other Asian crosses led by the yuan are leading the depreciating currencies on coronavirus 

concerns. 

 Sovereign bond markets are mixed with US Treasuries catching a bid across the curve and Canada slightly underperforming. 

The front-end of the gilts curve is a touch cheaper post-jobs. 10 year EGBs are generally little changed except for mild spread 

widening in Italy over bunds. Japan’s curve is a bit richer, but likely having more to do with coronavirus concerns than the BoJ 

that was a pretty stale affair. 

 Oil prices are lower as noted. Gold isn’t picking up any safe haven flows and is little changed with a slight negative bias 

around US$1,557/oz. Agricultural commodities are taking it on the chin again including another ½% drop in soybean prices 

likely on the same coronavirus concerns. 

UK job market data was slightly mixed but better than expected on balance yet with a twist. Employment figures actually 

improved months ago but the way the figures get emphasized on a rolling three-month ago basis can slow recognition of 

turning points as it has over recent months. The two year gilt yield has risen by about 3bps since the figures in a mild 

bear flattener as the probability of a BoE rate cut on January 30th slightly diminished to just over 60%. Sterling is the strongest 

performing major cross to the USD this morning as it rallied post-data. 

The economy added 208,000 jobs in November on the three-month ago way of reporting and that smashed consensus 

expectations (110k). A sizeable chunk of that beat was simply because the nasty surprise to employment levels in August 

over July simply dropped out of the figures and so the rolling three-month change is getting rebased to a different rolling three-

month ago period. Using the monthly levels (not three-month ago changes), recall that 99,000 part-time jobs were lost in July and 

then a further 72,000 were lost in August while 12k full-time jobs were lost in August after a modest rise the month before. 

Therefore, in the rolling three-month change for November, it was the 84,000 jobs lost in August over July levels that dropped out 

and made the November tally look better than it would have if the UK reported its job figures the same way as almost every other 

country (except France) by doing so on a spot monthly basis. Thus, about 40% of the three-month ago job change was simply due 

to rebasing the rolling period to no longer include August. Still, however, 119k full-time jobs were added in November while 20k 

part-time jobs were lost for a net monthly gain of about 100k. See the accompanying chart for a depiction of the monthly changes 

in total employment as well as the full-time and part-time split. UK wage growth including bonuses held firm at 3.2% y/y (3.1 % 

consensus) but excluding bonuses it slipped again to 3.4% (3.4% consensus, 3.5% prior). That means wage growth has eased by 

about a half percentage point since the peak in June/July. BoE Governor Carney speaks in Davos at 10amET but his main focus is 

supposed to be the environment. 

The Bank of Japan left policy unchanged as universally expected and tweaked its forecasts to still leave intact rather 

moribund expected outcomes for the Japanese economy and with very little progress toward the 2% inflation target. The policy 

balance rate remained at -0.1%, the nominal ten year JGB target remained at around 0% +/-20bps and purchase programs were 

unchanged. Growth forecasts were revised up, but by immaterial amounts that continue to portray moribund prospects. The 2020 

GDP forecast was set at 0.8% (0.6% prior), 2021 is forecast to grow by 0.9% (0.7% prior) and 2022 is set at 1.1% (1.0% prior). 

CPI inflation forecasts were very slightly revised lower by a tenth of a percentage point in each of 2020, 2021 and 2022 to 0.6%, 

1.0% and 1.1% respectively. 

Sentiment surveys often chase developments and Germany’s ZEW investor sentiment gauge is no different. The ZEW 

measure of the current situation improved by about ten points and somewhat beat the total guess by consensus, while the 

expectations component improved by about 17 points and handily beat the random consensus guess that can only ever hope to 

get the direction right on these gauges. The expectations component has climbed to its strongest since July 2015 but the 

assessment of the current situation still remains toward cycle lows. 

CANADA 

Canada updates manufacturing shipments (8:30amET) and it is expected to be a bleak report that follows the weak export 

figures lower. Consensus expects a drop of 0.5% m/m and a range of -1.5% to +0.2% and I’m at -1%. A drop is not a shoe in, 

however, because we can’t track domestic shipments in advance. That said, overall new orders and unfilled orders have been 
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weak in the months leading up to the figures as noted in the Global Week Ahead’s line-up of the week’s active calendar for 

Canadian macro and policy risks. 

UNITED STATES 

US markets return from the MLK holiday and they get an easy pass with only a handful of earnings reports that will be mostly 

focused upon the after-market. Netflix reports Q4 earnings at the market close (est US$1.10) and so does Capital One (est 

US$2.37). 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg. All quotes reflect Bloomberg data as at the time of publishing. While this source is believed to be reliable, Scotiabank cannot guarantee its accuracy. 

Fixed Income

Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk

U.S. 1.54 1.56 1.57 1.60 1.62 1.62 1.80 1.82 1.81 2.25 2.28 2.27 Canada - BoC 1.75

CANADA 1.64 1.65 1.66 1.57 1.58 1.59 1.56 1.57 1.58 1.67 1.68 1.69

GERMANY -0.58 -0.59 -0.58 -0.51 -0.51 -0.48 -0.22 -0.22 -0.17 0.29 0.30 0.35 US - Fed 1.75

JAPAN -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.10 -0.10 -0.09 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.45 0.48 0.46

U.K. 0.44 0.43 0.49 0.44 0.43 0.51 0.65 0.65 0.72 1.18 1.19 1.23 England - BoE 0.75

CANADA 10 9 8 -3 -4 -3 -23 -26 -23 -58 -60 -58 Euro zone - ECB 0.00

GERMANY -212 -215 -215 -210 -213 -210 -201 -204 -198 -196 -198 -192

JAPAN -167 -168 -169 -170 -172 -171 -179 -181 -180 -180 -181 -181 Japan - BoJ -0.10

U.K. -111 -114 -108 -116 -119 -112 -114 -117 -109 -108 -109 -104

Equities Mexico - Banxico 7.25

1 Day 1-mo

S&P/TSX 0.2 2.8 Australia - RBA 0.75

Dow 30 0.2 3.1

S&P 500 0.4 3.4 New Zealand - RBNZ 1.00

Nasdaq 0.3 5.2

DAX -0.2 1.5

FTSE -0.8 0.1

Nikkei -0.9 0.2 Canada - BoC Jan 22, 2020

Hang Seng -2.8 0.4

CAC -0.8 0.2 US - Fed Jan 29, 2020

Commodities

WTI Crude -1.2 -4.3 England - BoE Jan 30, 2020

Natural Gas -3.0 -16.5

Gold -0.2 5.3 Euro zone - ECB Jan 23, 2020

Silver -0.0 6.0

CRB Index -0.7 -1.9 Japan - BoJ Jan 20, 2020

Currencies

USDCAD 0.1 -0.6 Mexico - Banxico Feb 13, 2020

EURUSD 0.1 0.2

USDJPY -0.2 0.6 Australia - RBA Feb 03, 2020

AUDUSD -0.1 -0.8

GBPUSD 0.4 0.9 New Zealand - RBNZ Feb 11, 2020

USDCHF -0.2 -1.5
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